Ezechiel saw the wheel

Soprán, Alt

E-zech-iel saw the wheel, way up in the middle of the air, E-zech-iel saw the wheel, way in the middle of the air. E-zech-iel saw the wheel, oh, way in the middle of the air. The big will run my faith and the little will run but a praise of God Wheel in the wheel oh way in the middle of the air.
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I saw the wheel and it was turning.

I saw the wheel and it was turning.

I know it's turning.

I know it's turning.

I saw wheel turning.

I saw wheel turning.

I saw wheel turning.
No wheel is turning, no wheel is turning, I know it's turning, I know it's turning, I saw it turning.
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No wheel is turning, no wheel is turning, I saw it turning.
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turn-ing.
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oh, way in the middle of the air.
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turn-ing.
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oh, way in the middle of the air.
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turn-ing. turn-ing. turn-ing.
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oh, way in the middle of the air.
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